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 The mantra should be, as an operator who has gone to the trouble and expense of having a wine/beer/
liquor license; you owe it to your business to maximize having one and satisfying what your customers want while 
generating revenue and making a nice profit. 
 Many of you have (or are), planning wine events, wine tastings or wine dinners to complement the 
offerings for the time of year. These are important opportunities not only for the immediate profitable revenue they 
may generate as an event, but the long term benefit of marketing your establishment and identifying/knowing your 
customer base. 
 On a normal everyday basis, most operators have a certain comfort level with their wine program 
including what wine options are offered and what price point range is deemed acceptable to your customers. What 
most of us do not know or realize is that, especially during the holidays, what the elasticity of interest, on the 
upside there is, in what customers want and will buy if given the right opportunity. 
During special events, everything changes due to the festive nature of parties, entertaining and/or plain celebration, 
not to mention budgets (dollars) that may come from businesses looking for the right opportunity to spend. It is an 
opportunity to do something special for customers, while benefiting your business. Plan your event to have the 
potential to be 25% - 50% more profitable. This would come in the form of event pricing where it can be justified 
due to higher, more profitable product (food and wine) being served and the extra experience value than can be 
delivered. 
 This can become less risky, especially if you are able to reach out and approach some existing customers 
(be it individuals or companies) and present/sell an interest level in advance. If you plan an event for 30 – 40 
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people and you have a quick built in audience of 20, it is comforting to know and you already have an event to 
work whether you have any added customers or not. People are looking for something special and you want to be 
just the “right” operation to do that. Please note, you do NOT have to be a wine expert to accomplish this. You 
simply need to apply some business and marketing sense while giving yourself a little time to plan. 
If you pay attention, the “buzz” now days are for experiences. Unique or special experiences that customers can 
treasure remember and share. What better way to do that than with wine. If your operation has never done a wine 
event, then start modestly to get it started with a relatively standard wine event and learn. By standard, I am 
suggesting a relatively simple wine tasting with a winemaker or wine representative (could be a distributor rep) 
showing and discussing a variety of selected wines or something along those lines as a wine dinner where food and 
wine are paired. 
 Most wine suppliers will be very pleased to have a new opportunity that can grow your mutual business. 
Especially, if your establishment has a recognized high growth potential and ability to market wine, even if it not 
necessarily “higher end”. The margins and growth opportunity coupled with bringing wine to a new reachable tier 
of consumer means a broader base of clientele.  Given a favorable experience can and likely create repeat 
customers. 
 In future issues, I will look to provide some more specific wine event ideas and suggestions, however here 
are a few tips to begin with as you get started or start employing if you are not already. 
Select a couple good distributors with good reps as a resource. I’d say 2-3 should do (you need options and at the 
same time have the distributors need to know they are select and will benefit more frequently). These distributors 
should have at a minimum a reasonably good and broad portfolio/variety of wines that could fulfill many themes. 
They should have access to people who are good at presenting, whether their reps or their wineries. As you 
succeed, watch the volume of those trying to be part of it grow. 
 Make an appearance. Everyone wants to have a connection with the “owner” or the GM. You may want to 
greet people as they arrive and target a time to thank and welcome everyone for coming. Do not overstay, after all 
you have other things to do, however encourage people to provide you feedback. 
 Database the attendees in to a special list. Try to be sure you receive their email addresses. At the very 
least, encourage they connect with you when giving them the business cards and you will then have their emails. 
Assuming there was positive reception to your event, there will be numerous appropriate communication ideas to 
use at the proper time. These will be covered in a follow up session. 
 Although these can and should be fun, remember you are doing these for your business. The wine 
consumer is a very valuable one. They tend to spend more money and more often than the average customer. 
Having them in your corner is extremely valuable since they often are not just consumers, but influencers and 
gatherers of people. 
 Here’s to great selling in a wonderful world to do so in. 
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